To Listserv Colleagues: To conduct job searches in mediation, dispute resolution, conflict resolution, negotiation, etc., go to [www.indeed.com](http://www.indeed.com) and identify job titles and geographic areas of interest; you can also subscribe for automatic daily job postings. Best, maria

### Mediation Related Jobs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Company/Location</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Therapist</td>
<td>Community Mediation Services, Inc. - Jamaica, NY</td>
<td>• Carry Caseload of twelve(12) families and provide time limited Multi-Dimensional Family Therapy (MDFT) Level 2 intervention to families with adolescents...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deputy Program Manager</td>
<td>TechWise - United States</td>
<td>understand, and apply new technologies -Possess superior negotiation and mediation skills -Possess in-depth knowledge of Arab / Middle Eastern culture and...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychologist</td>
<td>Community Counseling and Mediation - Brooklyn, NY</td>
<td>We are an multi-service non profit organizaiton with an out patient mental health clinic located in Crown Heights Brooklyn seeking psychotherapist to provide...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Planner</td>
<td>Community Mediation Services, Inc. - Jamaica, NY</td>
<td>Program: Preventive Services Position: Case Planner Educational Requirements: A Masters in Social Work (or equivalent) and/or Bachelor's in Social Work (or...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVP Sr Program Mgr</td>
<td>HSBC - New York, NY</td>
<td>needs, adjusting plans as business needs change. - Negotiation, influence, mediation and conflict management skills. - Ability to develop cohesive working...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational Health Supervisor</td>
<td>UPS - Secaucus, NJ</td>
<td>compensation supervisors with complex medical cases, disputes (hearings, mediations, etc.) and work transition programs Work with labor relations by providing...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Delivery Supervising Associate</td>
<td>Secaucus, Chicago or Cleveland</td>
<td>Ernst &amp; Young - Secaucus, NJ Excellent project and time management skills Excellent negotiation and mediation skills Strong financial skills for budgeting, monitoring, and allocating...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Delivery Area Associate Director</td>
<td>Secaucus, Chicago or Cleveland</td>
<td>Ernst &amp; Young - Secaucus, NJ Excellent project and time management skills. Excellent negotiation and mediation skills. Strong financial skills for budgeting, monitoring, and allocating...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Manager</td>
<td>TechWise - United States</td>
<td>understand, and apply new technologies -Possess superior negotiation and mediation skills -Superb written and oral communication skills -Possess in-depth...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Manager</td>
<td>TechWise - United States</td>
<td>of investigative interviewing techniques -Strong conflict resolution and mediation skills -Ability to maintain favorable public relations -Extensive work...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RISE Social Worker</td>
<td>The Police Athletic League INC - New York, NY</td>
<td>engage high risk adolescent youth. • Understanding of conflict resolution, mediation and mentoring concepts. • Good communication skills, both oral and written...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SALT Tax Controversy
Advantage Talent, Inc. - New York, NY
federal tax controversy from examination through appeals and into post appeals mediation and arbitration. May represent clients in Fast Track proceedings, Early...
Advantage Talent, Inc. - 4:26 AM • save job, email, block, more...

Assistant Dean for Support Services
The College of New Rochelle - New Rochelle, NY
and demonstrate strong communication, problem-solving, interpersonal and mediation skills. S/he must have the ability to work effectively and collaboratively...

SERVICE COORDINATOR –West 116th St
Community Access, Inc. of New York City - New York, NY
confidential information, as related to position; be skilled in conflict mediation/negotiation and have an assertive approach to problem solving; bilingual...

SERVICE COORDINATOR (BILINGUAL) –Tinton Avenue
Community Access, Inc. of New York City - Bronx, NY
confidential information, as related to position; be skilled in conflict mediation/negotiation and have an assertive approach to problem solving; bilingual...

Senior Litigation Support Analyst - Top Global Law Firm!
A Match Recruiting - New York, NY
Assists case teams with creating presentations for trial, arbitration or mediation Remains current on all industry trends and tools JOB REQUIREMENTS BA or...

Paralegal- Foreclosure/ Bankruptcy
Yorkson Legal - New York, NY
initial reviews of select attorneys and monitor attorney performance. Attend mediation hearings as requested. Keep records for attorney billings. Skills...

Occupational Health Supervisor
United Parcel Service, Inc - Secaucus, NJ
Duties - Assist district case managers, supervisors and worker's compensation supervisors with complex medical cases, disputes (hearings, mediations, etc

Program Manager
Community Counseling and Mediation - Brooklyn, NY
WANTED: Brooklyn-based social service agency seeks program manager to lead its Foster Care & Adoption program. The ideal candidate will have 1-3 years of...

Media Production Editor
Wiley - Hoboken, NJ
vendors Project management and workflow experience, including negotiation and mediation a plus Knowledge of mass email deployment standards in collaboration...

Claims Officer - LIU Casualty Claims
Liberty Mutual - New York, NY
Pro-actively manages the case resolution process. Actively participates in mediations and arbitrations, as well as negotiation discussions within limit of...

Area Director of Home Care Operations
Patient Care - Pompton Lakes, NJ
Strong interpersonal and communication skills; conflict resolution and mediation skills. Ability to foster a cooperative work environment. Experience in...

Area Director of Home Care Operations
Patient Care - Passaic, NJ
Strong interpersonal and communication skills; conflict resolution and mediation skills. Ability to foster a cooperative work environment. Experience in...

Sr. Software Engineer .NET
Executive Trackers - Murray Hill, NJ
Enterprise Service Bus. Ability to leverage ESB for service composition, mediation and routing. -Ability to collaborate with other technical architects and...
Almost Family

**Area Director of Home Care Operations**
Almost Family - Pompton Lakes, NJ

Strong interpersonal and communication skills; conflict resolution and mediation skills. Ability to foster a cooperative work environment. Experience in...

Almost Family - Passaic, NJ

Strong interpersonal and communication skills; conflict resolution and mediation skills. Ability to foster a cooperative work environment. Experience in...

**Project Manager /Practice Manager**
Techlink, Inc. - Parsippany, NJ

and implementing new strategies and procedures *Group facilitation, mediation, and conflict resolution skills *Skill in the use of personal computers and...

Dice

**Labor and Employment Paralegal**
Special Counsel - New York, NY

litigation experience as well as familiarity with NY courts and preparation for mediation and arbitration. Great opportunity, competitive salary and benefits.

Special Counsel

**Litigation Paralegal for Global Insurance firm** -
AppleOne - Brooklyn, NY

films are provided to expert, notifying all appropriate parties. Schedule mediations, arbitrations, conferences and hearings. Assist with special projects. If... $23 - $24 an hour

AppleOne Corporate

**Infrastructure Sales Director, Financial Services**
Accenture - New York, NY

organized, and focused in conducting sales tasks. • Excellent negotiation, mediation, and conflict management skills. • Ability to guide others through...

Accenture

**Insurance/Attorney/In House/New York City, New York**
GCC Consulting - New York, NY

resolution strategy, including negotiating settlements with participation in mediations. Making written and verbal presentations on Claims, policies and case...

GCC Consulting -

**Job Developer**
El Barrio's Operation Fightback, Inc. - Manhattan, NY

and socially disadvantaged jobseekers •Excellent organizational and mediation skills •Engaging presentation/ communication skills •Basic computer proficiency...

City Limits -

**Auto Claims Manager**
CJ Walsh Group - Northern, NJ

and complete performance reviews; Work closely with attorneys Attend mediations, trials; Review reserves; Review costs, subrogation potential, salvage;...

CJ Walsh Group

**Principal**
Sage Day - Rochelle Park, NJ

as leadership experiences. Demonstrate skill in Group Facilitation and Mediation. We offer competitive salary and a comprehensive benefits package. To learn...

NJ.com -

**Litigation Support Senior Analyst - New York or Washington, D.C.**
SNR Denton - New York, NY

Assists case teams with creating presentations for trial, arbitration or mediation Remains current on all industry trends and tools BA or BS Degree, or...

CareerBuilder

**Personal Injury Attorney - New York, NY**
MOUNTAIN VMS - New York, NY

and appropriate discovery, hearings, trials, depositions, oral arguments, mediations, arbitrations and similar proceedings. Research the law applicable to cases...

Joulé Inc.

**Talent & Development Advisor**
Deutsche Bank - New York, NY

employee relationship from staffing, training, compensation, benefits, and mediation of employee disputes. While the majority of our 63,000 employees work in...

Deutsche Bank

**Activity Specialist Rec**
Police Athletic League of New York - New York, NY

as an instructor and artist. Understanding of conflict resolution, mediation and mentoring concepts. Good communication skills,
both oral and written. Ability...

Software Implementation Specialist (MH- F)+
Accenture - Murray Hill, NJ
multi-tasking and time-management skills Excellent negotiation, influence, mediation and conflict management skills Excellent business acumen and industry...

Accenture

Dispute Resolution Related Jobs

NYC TRANSFER PRICING MANAGER - The Unique Alternative to the Big Four Job
Crowe Horwath - New York, NY
restructuring and dispute resolution. Qualifications... pricing, economic analysis, intercompany, dispute resolution, restructuring, restructure, tangible assets...
Crowe Horwath LLP

Tech Support Specialist Job
ADP - Florham Park, NJ
the SBS DISC's, management and field or problem resolution and revenue loss due to system or procedural... for sales policy disputes/interpretations and roll...
ADP

Commercial Attorney
Michael Page International - Norwalk, CT
that may impact the business • Generalist duties including; dispute resolution, risk advisory, mitigation and legal business management • Managing...
lawjobs.com

Operations Specialist
Wilmington Trust - New York, NY
the investigation and resolution of customer card related disputes ensuring compliance with Federal Regulation E, Visa and MasterCard card dispute rules and...
Wilmington Trust

Senior Revenue Analyst
NRG Energy - Princeton, NJ
and monthly analysis of ISO statements and dispute resolution for NRG power marketing. Working closely... ISO statements. Compile disputes discovered during...
NRG Energy

Senior Vendor Manager
Wireless Generation - Brooklyn, NY
for vendors. Acts as a liaison between company and vendors in any dispute resolution concerning supplier performance. Evaluates supplier base for cost savings...
Wireless Generation

Emerging Media Manager, Bravo
NBC Universal - New York, NY
in the United States Must be covered by Solutions, NBCU’s Alternative Dispute Resolution Program Desired Characteristics Excellent project management skills...
NBC Universal

General Manager - Banana Republic - Forest Hills, Austin Street
GAP Inc - Forest Hills, NY
culture by recognizing and rewarding team Responsible for employee dispute resolution and escalated customer situations Conducts weekly visual merchandising...
GAP Inc

General Manager - Banana Republic - Street of Chester, New Jersey
GAP Inc - Chester, NJ
culture by recognizing and rewarding team Responsible for employee dispute resolution and escalated customer situations Conducts weekly visual merchandising...
GAP Inc

Human Resources, Client Services Manager
Stryker - Mahwah, NJ
the performance management process, and manage all employee litigation/dispute resolution for their business groups. Partner with Human Resources Centers of...
MLive.com

API Sales Director
sanofi - Bridgewater, NJ
Legal. Contract preparation and negotiation, contract reviews and dispute resolution- Market Research. As needed. Gather competitive intelligence on prospect...
American Association of Pharmaceutical Scientists - 6:56 AM - save job, email, block, more...

Sr. Client Service Partner
SAVVIS Inc. - Weehawken, NJ
environment, and the resolution of service issues. In... resolution of issues pertaining to billing, AR, credit requests and billing disputes. Facilitate order...
SAVVIS Inc

Commercial Attorney
Michael Page International - Norwalk, CT
that may impact the business • Generalist duties including; dispute resolution, risk advisory, mitigation and legal business management • Managing...
Broadcast Designer - Oxygen
NBC Universal - New York, NY
be 18 years or older * Must be covered by Solutions, NBCU's Alternative Dispute Resolution Program Desired Characteristics * Bachelors degree in art and/or...

Human Resources- Client Services Manager
Stryker Corporation - Mahwah, NJ
the performance management process, and manage all employee litigation/dispute resolution for their business groups. Partner with Human Resources Centers of...

Emerging Media Manager, Bravo
NBC Universal - New York, NY
the United States - Must be covered by Solutions, NBCU's Alternative Dispute Resolution Program Desired Characteristics - Excellent project management skills...

Litigation, Intellectual Property/Counsel/In House/New York City, New York
GCC Consulting - New York, NY
disputes. Partner with outside counsel to take an active role in litigation and third party disputes, determining dispute resolution strategies. Draft pleadings...

Intellectual Property, Litigation/Counsel/In House/New York City, New York
GCC Consulting - New York, NY
disputes. Partner with outside counsel to take an active role in litigation and third party disputes, determining dispute resolution strategies. Draft pleadings...

Account Executive - Sony Pictures Television
Sony Pictures Entertainment - New York, NY
& interpersonal skills are essential Strong, professional negotiation and dispute resolution skills Motivated, self starter with experience working with both...

Warehouse Associate - New York Parts Distribution Center
Toyota - West Caldwell, NJ
Your application is covered by the Toyota Associate Dispute Resolution ("T-ADR") Policy. Please click here to review a copy of the T...

Corporate/Attorney/In House/Summit, New Jersey
GCC Consulting - Summit, NJ
for transactions, dispute prevention and resolution... company relating to transactions, dispute prevention and resolution, compliance and other types of Legal...

Sr. Contract Consultant
GCS, Inc. - New York, NY
analysis Contract disputes Accounting, estimating... input to the Contracting Officer on the proper resolution and disposition of DCAA (and/or other cognizant...

Business Development Executive, Women at NBCU
NBC Universal - New York, NY
considered. * Must be covered by Solutions, NBC Universal's Alternative Dispute Resolution Program,(Internal Only) * Willingness to travel and work overtime...

Staff Attorney
ESRI - United States
involvement leader in disputes/litigation management... the customers’ requirements - Strong skills in dispute resolution and working knowledge of general...

Digital Coordinator
NBC Universal - New York, NY
to work overtime -Must be covered by Solutions, NBCU's Alternative Dispute Resolution Program Desired Characteristics - Strong organizational skills...

Deputy Counsel - Employment Law
Time Warner - New York, NY
companies in both adversarial and cooperative dispute resolution proceedings Present training workshops on... investigations and resolutions Represent the Company...

Digital Coordinator
NBC Universal - New York, NY
work overtime. Must be covered by Solutions, NBCU's Alternative Dispute Resolution Program Desired Characteristics Strong organizational skills Demonstrated...

Associate Producer
NBC Universal - Stamford, CT
often with short notice. Must be covered by Solutions, NBCU's Alternative Dispute Resolution Program. Desired Characteristics Desired Characteristics: Prior...
get account issues and/or disputes resolved. You will... cash admittance issues for appropriateness and resolution. Provides technical guidance and assistance to... North Shore Long Island Jewish Health System

Core Java Developer
Signature Consultants - New York, NY
to variation and initial margin, call issuance, response, settlement, dispute resolution and reconciliation. * Knowledge of rehypothecation, substitution and... $55 - $70 an hour

Dice

API Sales Director
sanofi-aventis U.S. - Bridgewater, NJ
Legal. Contract preparation and negotiation, contract reviews and dispute resolution - Market Research. As needed. Gather competitive intelligence on prospect... sanofi-aventis U.S.

Sr Manager, Commercial Support Contract/Finance
sanofi-aventis U.S. - Bridgewater, NJ
efforts o Track and report on status and resolution of Issues o Escalate contract issues / disputes to VMO Lead and Executive sponsors, as required ▶ VMO...
sanofi-aventis U.S.

Sr. Contract Consultant
Government Contract Solutions, Inc. (GCS) - New York, NY
property Pricing and financial analysis Contract disputes Accounting, estimating, compensation, purchasing... Officer on the proper resolution and disposition of...
National Contract Management Association

MANAGER
Continuum Services - Manhattan, NY
of Continuum hospitals in setting rates and contract terms; direct dispute resolution processes related to physician contract issues, terminations, payment...
CareerBuilder

Researcher – NBC Olympics
NBCUniversal - New York, NY
and weekends -Must be covered by Solutions, NBCU’s Alternative Dispute Resolution Program Desired Characteristics- Desired Characteristics: - Strong...

JIBE -

Rebate Specialist
Actavis - Morristown, NJ
administration. -Negotiate disputes with customers on... for process improvements and major accounts dispute resolution. -Update systems quarterly to maintain...
Actavis

Credit Controller
Thomson Reuters - New York, NY
staff to resolve client disputes and follow through to satisfactory resolution which results in payments... experience in dispute resolution and managing an...
Thomson Reuters

Researcher – NBC Olympics
NBCUniversal - New York, NY
work evenings and weekends Must be covered by Solutions, NBCU's Alternative Dispute Resolution Program Desired Characteristics Desired Characteristics: Strong...

NBC Universal -

Production Researcher – NBC Sports Group
NBC Universal - Stamford, CT
evenings and weekends Must be covered by Solutions, NBCU's Alternative Dispute Resolution Program Desired Characteristics Strong relationship-building skills...

NBC Universal -

Project Manager
Conserva Resources, Inc. - Jersey City, NJ
Exercising authority to make decisions to resolve disputes or set priorities. • Escalating issues to the... status report issues, resolution logs and change... $120,000 a year
Mayomann Employment Inc.

CG Supervisor
Blue Sky - Greenwich, CT
them to carry out resolutions that allow them to do... technically and stylistically. - Helps mediate disputes that arise between departments to resolve workflow...
News Corporation -

CG Supervisor
Fox Networks Group - Greenwich, CT
them to carry out resolutions that allow them to do... both technically and stylistically. - Helps mediate disputes that arise between departments to resolve...
Fox Networks Group -

CG Supervisor
Blue Sky Studios - Greenwich, CT
them to carry out resolutions that allow them to do... both technically and stylistically. - Helps mediate disputes that arise between departments to resolve...

Production Researcher – NBC Sports Group
**JIBE** -
A/R Representative III
North Shore-LIJ Health System - Lake Success, NY
get account issues and/or disputes resolved. You will... cash admittance issues for appropriateness and resolution. * Provides technical guidance and assistance to...
ManhattanJobs.com

**Contracts Manager - Legal/IT**
Michael Page International - New York, NY
Interaction with clients based on issues stemming from contracts, and dispute resolution in a strong, reasonable and professional manner • Providing general...
lawjobs.com

**Lead Executive Counsel - Litigation**
GE Capital - Norwalk, CT
investigations and dispute resolution as well as... and successful management of litigation, dispute resolution, and internal and external investigation...
GE Careers

**Publicist**
NBC Universal - New York, NY
be 18 years or older. Must be covered by Solutions, NBCU's Alternative Dispute Resolution Program Some travel will be required Must be able to work flexible...
NBC Universal

**Manager Production Logistics – NBC Olympics**
NBC Universal - Stamford, CT
related customer issues and resolution Qualifications... be covered by Solutions, NBCU's Alternative Dispute Resolution Program Desired Characteristics A hands...
NBC Universal

**Associate Examiner - New York, NY**
Finra - New York, NY
trade reporting and other industry utilities; and administering the largest dispute resolution forum for investors and registered firms. We also perform market...
Finra

**Systems Analyst - New York, NY**
Finra - New York, NY
trade reporting and other industry utilities; and administering the largest dispute resolution forum for investors and registered firms. We also perform market...
Finra

**Contracts Manager - Legal/IT**
Michael Page International - New York, NY
Interaction with clients based on issues stemming from contracts, and dispute resolution in a strong, reasonable and professional manner • Providing general...
lawjobs.com

**Procurement Operations Professional**
sanofi-aventis U.S. - Bridgewater, NJ
• Level 2 Issues Resolution • Assist end users with... Ensure Amex payment terms are met • Issue and dispute resolution • SOX Documentation filing requirements...
sanofi-aventis U.S.

**SVP - Vendor and Contract Management**
Groupware Solutions - New York, NY
for vendors. * Acts as a liaison between IT and vendors in major dispute resolution concerning supplier performance. Evaluates supplier base for cost savings...
Dice

**Publicist**
NBCUniversal - New York, NY
years or older. - Must be covered by Solutions, NBCU's Alternative Dispute Resolution Program - Some travel will be required - Must be able to work flexible...
JIBE

**Manager Production Logistics &6* NBC Olympics**
NBCUniversal - Stamford, CT
customer issues and resolution Qualifications... covered by Solutions, NBCU's Alternative Dispute Resolution Program Desired Characteristics- - A hands...
JIBE

**Litigation Support and Technical Analyst - New York, NY**
Finra - New York, NY
trade reporting and other industry utilities; and administering the largest dispute resolution forum for investors and registered firms. We also perform market...
Finra

**Regulatory Analyst - Market Regulation, Options Regulation - New York, NY**
Finra - New York, NY
trade reporting and other industry utilities; and administering the largest dispute resolution forum for investors and registered firms. We also perform market...

HR Director
LifeCell Corporation - Branchburg, NJ
and performance management - investigate disputes and employee grievances, including recommend resolutions, corrective actions and/or disciplinary measures...

LifeCell Corporation -

Center Assistant Manager
FedEx Kinko’s - Brooklyn, NY
customer experiences - if necessary, resolves customer disputes and complaints to ensure timely resolution and customer satisfaction - Creates a customer...
FedEx Kinko’s -

Center Assistant Manager
FedEx Kinko’s - Great Neck, NY
customer experiences - if necessary, resolves customer disputes and complaints to ensure timely resolution and customer satisfaction - Creates a customer...
FedEx Kinko’s -

CRM - Sales Incentive Compensation Manager - Location Negotiable
ACN: Accenture PLC - New York, NY
through performance tracking, reward calculation, reporting and analysis, and dispute resolution. Identifying and prioritizing account level value creation...
ManagerJobs.com

Customs and Import Specialist
CHANEL, Inc. - Piscataway, NJ
Coordination and follow up of freight claims. -Resolution of forwarder billing discrepancies / disputes. -Addressing inquiries & providing guidance to Chanel...

Director of Infrastructure - iVillage.com
NBC Universal - New York, NY
fault troubleshooting and resolution Task automation... be covered by Solutions, NBCU’s Alternative Dispute Resolution Program Desired Characteristics Experience...
NBC Universal - 2:47 PM - save job, email, block, more...

Legal Intern
Coty Inc. - New York, NY
extensive portfolio. Assist the trademark group in clearing marks and in dispute resolution matters (negotiations and litigation); (3) Patents: Assist the Coty...
Coty Inc. - 4:05 AM - save job, email, block, more...

A/R Representative III
Lake Success, NY
get account issues and/or disputes resolved. You will... cash admittance issues for appropriateness and resolution. Provides technical guidance and assistance to...

Customer Service Specialist
Health and Hospitals Corporation - New York, NY
issues for immediate resolution. RESPONSIBILITIES... in payment, how to appropriately bill, billing disputes, etc.; roster related issues, e.g. members not...
$39,157 a year
Health and Hospitals Corporation -

4 (TEMP) Telephone Service Reps
Bethpage Federal Credit Union - Hicksville, NY
vendor to resolve member disputes and educate members... when to escalate issues for further investigation/resolution. Prepare professional and effective e-
Bethpage Federal Credit Union -

Occupational Health Supervisor
UPS - Secaucus, NJ
of nurse case managers, and assisting with case resolution. An additional core responsibility of this... complex medical cases, disputes (hearings, mediations...

Sales Representative GL - Edison
Tampa Bay Trane - Edison, NJ
Cash - Ensure that all orders obtained are error-free. Ensure resolution of all customer disputes. Manage all costs associated with selling efforts, including...
Tampa Bay Trane -

Senior Employee Relations Specialist
M&T Bank Corp. - New York, NY
on conduct issues, including disputes with co-workers... and performance problems. Facilitate dispute resolution. Serve as a mentor and/or subject matter expert...
JIBE

Sr. Client Service Partner
SAVIS - Weehawken, NJ
evironment, and the resolution of service issues. In... Facilitate resolution of issues pertaining to billing, AR, credit requests and billing disputes...
Senior Consultant, Real Estate / Hospitality Consulting
FD International - New York, NY
and restructuring, disputes and investigations... corporate restructuring and/or dispute analysis and resolution. The Real Estate Senior Consultant will...
FD International -

Transactional Law Internship Program
The City of New York - New York, NY
involving the procurement, award and administration of contracts, and related dispute resolution; drafting and reviewing contracts and amendments in, among...
The City of New York -

Director, Transaction Advisory Services (TAS) - Healthcare Industry Focus
FD International - New York, NY
insight and expertise to deliver successful resolution to the most challenging financial, litigation, and... and restructuring, disputes and investigations...
FD International -

Director, Transaction Advisory Services / Financial Due Diligence
FD International - New York, NY
insight and expertise to deliver successful resolution to the most challenging financial, litigation, and... and restructuring, disputes and investigations...
FD International -

Senior Consultant-Global Risk and Investigations Practice
FD International - New York, NY
insight and expertise to deliver successful resolution to the most challenging financial, litigation, and... and restructuring, disputes and investigations...
FD International -

Senior Consultant - Project Manager - New York
FD International - New York, NY
insight and expertise to deliver successful resolution to the most challenging financial, litigation, and... and restructuring, disputes and investigations...
FD International -

Data Processing Consultant
FD International - New York, NY
insight and expertise to deliver successful resolution to the most challenging financial, litigation, and... and restructuring, disputes and investigations...
FD International -

Consultant-Global Risk and Investigations Practice
FD International - New York, NY
insight and expertise to deliver successful resolution to the most challenging financial, litigation, and... and restructuring, disputes and investigations...
FD International -

Managing Director, Public Relations/Corporate Communications- Global
FD International - New York, NY
insight and expertise to deliver successful resolution to the most challenging financial, litigation, and... and restructuring, disputes and investigations...
FD International -

Consultant - Computer Forensics
FD International - New York, NY
insight and expertise to deliver successful resolution to the most challenging financial, litigation, and... and restructuring, disputes and investigations...
FD International -

Center Assistant Manager
FedEx Office - Brooklyn, NY
customer experiences If necessary, resolves customer disputes and complaints to ensure timely resolution and customer satisfaction Creates a customer focused...
FedEx Office - 3:17 PM - save job, email, block, more...

VP, Strategic Communication - Intergrated Media Relations
FD International - New York, NY
insight and expertise to deliver successful resolution to the most challenging financial, litigation, and... and restructuring, disputes and investigations...
FD International -

SVP, Strategic Communications, Capital Markets Practice-Energy Sector
FD International - New York, NY
insight and expertise to deliver successful resolution to the most challenging financial, litigation, and... and restructuring, disputes and investigations...
FD International -

VP, IT Vendor & Contract Management
Donahue & Moore Associates, LTD. - New York, NY
level administration for vendors liaison between IT and vendors in major dispute resolution concerning supplier performance. Evaluate supplier base for cost...
$140,000 - $150,000 a year
Dice -

Senior Tax Consultant - Real Estate Solutions
FD International - Roseland, NJ
insight and expertise to deliver successful resolution to the most challenging financial, litigation, and... and restructuring, disputes and investigations...
FD International -

Human Resource Generalist
CDW - Eatontown, NJ
The purpose of the NYC-DR listserv is to facilitate information exchange and discussion among those interested in dispute and conflict resolution, peacemaking, facilitation, dialogue, restorative justice, violence prevention, social justice and related fields in the New York City metropolitan area. Started on Sept 27, 2001, the NYC-DR listserv is hosted by the City University of New York Dispute Resolution Consortium at John Jay College of Criminal Justice. Professor Maria Volpe of John Jay College is the list administrator.

To join or unsubscribe from this listserv, or to sign up for the listserv digest [i.e. one email daily], go to: http://listserv.jjay.cuny.edu/cgi-bin/wa.exe?SUBED1=NYC-DR&A=1

To send your email to the entire listserv, send to: nyc-dr@listserv.jjay.cuny.edu PLEASE NOTE that there may be a significant lag in time between the time an email is sent and when it posts, sometimes up to a few hours. Refrain from resending.

To reply to the sender only, press reply. When reply all is pressed, emails are sent to the entire listserv.

To access NYC-DR archives, go to: http://listserv.jjay.cuny.edu/archives/nyc-dr.html

To search for or subscribe to daily job announcements, go to www.indeed.com

For additional assistance: write to dispute@jjay.cuny.edu, call 212-237-8692 or visit, http://johnjay.jjay.cuny.edu/dispute.